Summary of the expert test:
In the beginning, we asked about the first impression of the title page, before the animation has
started. We were asking if the testers know who is the main character and all of them were correct
with the answers. We also asked what they think they should click to start the animation, and then
they didn’t have any problems with recognition of the button.
After that, the users watched the full animation. In the end, we asked them for the impression
what the story was about. They had similar impressions, however, they had different feedback.
The first tester understood correctly our story and got a moral, that to get a girl is better to be
romantic than only focus on the look and show the muscles to impress someone.
The second tester understood that story is about love and picking-up a girl.
Both experts agreed that animation is clear to interact, buttons were well marked. One of the
experts underlined and complemented the order of the buttons.
The most surprising element according to our experts was striptease of the main character. They
enjoyed it. Moreover, they like, that we used a shape of the mobile phone as a background.
They admitted, that music is well fitting the story. Both experts were amazed by the graphics. The
worst part of animation was the “heart animation”, however they saw it uncompleted. Our experts
suggested certain changes. They proposed creating a “play again” button, which starts over the
whole animation.
Experts did not know the chosen style, but they felt the climate of the “Blue Note”, even though
they didn’t know this style before. After we introduced them to “Blue Note” they agreed that our
story suits into the style.
The executed test allowed us to look at the animation from other perspective and to realize
needed changes.
Questions used in the test:
What do you think the story is about?
Do you know Johny Bravo?
Who is the main character in the story?
What do you think you have to click for something to happen?
At the end:
What do you think the story was about?
Do you think it was clear to interact?(buttons etc.)
Do you think the animation contains the style of “Blue Note”?
What surprised you the most?
What do you think is the coolest thing in this animation?
What was the worst thing in animation?
What should we change according to you?
After watching an animation do you know what blue note could be about?

